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Impressum
©2007 AREXX Engineering
Nervistraat 16 
8013 RS Zwolle 
The Netherlands

Tel.:  +31 (0) 38 454 2028 
Fax.: +31 (0) 38 452 4482

E-Mail: Info@arexx.nl

This manual is protected by the laws of Copyright. It is 
forbidden to copy all or part of the contents without prior 
written authorization!

Product specifications and delivery contents are subject to 
changes. The manual is subject to changes without prior 
notice.  

You can find free updates of this manual on
http://www.arexx.com/

“SAM-04 LAN” is a registered trademark from AREXX Engineering.
All other trademark are the property of their owners. We are not responsible for the 
contents of external web pages that are mentioned in this manual.

Information about limited warranty and responsibility
 
The warranty granted by AREXX Engineering is limited to the replacement or repair of the 
device and its accessories within the legal warranty period if the default has arisen from 
production errors such as mechanical damage or missing or wrong assembly of electronic 
components except for all components that are connected via plugs/sockets.
The warranty does not apply directly or indirectly to damages due to the use of the device.  
This excludes claims that fall under the legal prescription of product responsibility.  

The warranty does not apply in case of irreversible changes (such as soldering of other com-
ponents, drilling of holes, etc.) of the SAM-04 or its accessories or if the SAM-04 is damaged 
due to the disrespect of this manual. 

The warranty is not applicable in case of disrespect of this manual! In addition, AREXX 
Engineering is not responsible for damages of all kinds resulting from the disrespect of this 
manual! Please adhere above all to the „Safety recommendations“ in the SAM-04 LAN 
manual.

Please note the relevant license agreements on the CD-ROM!

IMPORTANT
Prior to using this module for the first time, please read this manual thoroughly up to the 
end. They explain the correct use and inform you about potential dangers! Moreover they 
contain important information that might not be obvious for all users. 

Important safety recommendation

This module is equipped with highly sensitive components. Electronic components are   
very sensitive to static electricity discharge. Only touch the module by the edges and avoid 
direct contact with the components on the circuit board. 
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Symbols

This manual provides the following symbols:

The “Attention!” Symbol is used to mark important details. 
Neglecting these precautions may damage or destroy the 
robot and/or additional components and additionally you may 
risk your own health or the health of other persons!

The “Information” Symbol is used to mark useful tips and 
tricks or background information. In this case the information 
is to be considered as “useful, but not necessary”.

Safety recommendations

- Check the polarity of the power supply.
- Keep all products dry, when the product gets wet remove the power directly.
- Remove the batteries or power when you are not using the product for a longer period.
- Before taking the module into operation, always check it and its cables for damage.
- If you have reason to believe that the device can no longer be operated safely,
  disconnect it immediately and make sure it is not unintentionally operated.
- Consult an expert if you are unsure about the function, safety or connection of the module.
- Do not operate the module in rooms or under unfavorable conditions.
- This module is equipped with highly sensitive components. Electronic components are   
  very sensitive to static electricity discharge. Only touch the module by the edges and avoid 
  direct contact with the components on the circuit board.

Normal use

The SAM-04 is a LAN-based Input/Output controller. It has 8 relays and 4 isolated inputs and 
is controlled by LAN, USB or by its embedded programmable state machine. The SAM-04 LAN 
has a build in webserver which shows the current state of relays and inputs, you also can 
control the relais by the webserver. It is possible to program the SAM with Telnet or a state 
machine program.

It may be used indoors only.  The product must not get damped or wet. Also be careful with 
condense when you take it from a cold to an warm room give it time to adapt to the new 
conditions before you use it. 

Any use other than that described above can lead to damage to the product and may 
involve additional risks such as short circuits, fire, electrical shock etc.

Please read all the safety instructions of this manual.
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1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  SAM-04
The SAM-04 is a LAN-based Input/Output controller. It has 8 relays and 4 
isolated inputs and is controlled by LAN, USB or by its embedded program-
mable state machine. 

The SAM-04 has 8 relays with 4 3-way contacts (C (“Common”), NO (“Nor-
mally Open”) and NC (“Normally Closed”)), and 4 2-way contacts (C, NO); 4 
optocoupler inputs and an isolated auxiliary 5VDC voltage source for powe-
ring the optocoupler inputs.

The controller may be commanded in several ways:
- LAN webserver: Current state of relays and inputs is shown on pages on   
  its embedded webserver. Relays may be controlled by the webserver. 
  The webserver also has pages for general configuration of the device.
- LAN telnet: The in- and output is controlled by simple commands given     
  via telnet.
- USB: The in- and output is controlled by simple commands given via usb.
- State machine: A state machine definition file is uploaded to the device. 

The state machine will execute this file autonomously, triggered by events 
like time, inputs of the SAM, external LAN-based data-sources like the 
BS1000 or websites.

The instructions for direct control are simple and resemble the instructions 
for the SAM-01.

The state machine definition file is based on the scxml standard, however 
non relevant elements are not implemented. 

Contents of the package:
- SAM-04 I/O Controller
- Power supply
- USB- and network cable
- CD-ROM with all the necessary Software and manuals

*  The right of return does not apply after opening the plastic bags containing parts and components.
*  Read the manual thoroughly prior to assembling the unit.
*  Be careful when handling tools. 
*  Do not assemble the robot in presence of small children. They can get hurt with the tools 
   or swallow small components and parts.  
*  Check the correct polarity of the batteries.
*  Make sure that batteries and holder remain always dry. If the SAM gets wet, remove the 
   Power and dry all parts as thoroughly as possible. 

  *  Remove the Power if the SAM will not be used for more than one week. 

Warnings
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1.2.	 Specifikations:

- Power supply :   12 V DC
- Consumption :   Approx.. 500 mA 
- Dimensions:  (LxWxH) : 220x165x45 mm  

 - 4 relays (C,NO,NC) 250V/8A
 - 4 relays (C,NO ) 250V/8A
 - 4 isolated inputs
 - 1 isolated auxiliary 5VDC voltage source. 
 - Ethernet LAN connector
 - USB connector

2. Hardware
Make sure the device is switched off, and remove the top-cover to find 
the relay and input terminals.

On the board each terminal is designated with its function:

R0 – R7 indicates the relay function
S0 – S3 indicates the isolated input function
5V/0V indicates the auxiliary isolated mini dc supply
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The relays have the following connections:
C – on: contact when the relay is on
C – off: contact when the relay is off

The inputs are low voltage dc inputs, and can be powered via the auxilary mini 
dc supply. The inputs are optically isolated from the board.
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3. First network connection

In order to use the SAM by its network interface, it should be setup first. 
Per default, the device is accessible via its networkname ‘sam’, followed by 
two digits (for example ‘sam32’). This name is depicted on the SAM hou-
sing. Its default setting is to use DHCP to retrieve a network address. Nor-
mally, the sam would be accessible via a webbrowser. Connect the SAM to 
the network,wait several seconds, and enter the name http://sam00 in the 
url bar. (with 00 the actual SAM device number). If this is not accessible, 
the actual network settings can be queried with the SamNetworkConfig tool.
3.1. SamNetworkConfig tool

Install the SAM tools setup on your system. Connect the SAM to the net-
work, and via USB to the PC. Run the SamNetworkConfig tool. The tool will 
query the SAM about its current network settings. Important is the topmost 
status line indicating the network connection is valid or not.

If valid, you should be able to access the SAM via its ip address indicated in 
the tool above. If the network connection is not valid, make sure the device 
is connected to the network properly, You can switch to the write tab of 
the tool and uncheck the DHCP flag, and enter appropriate static network 
parameters. Press write, and go to the read tab again to verify the network 
is valid then.
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4. Web interface

The web interface is divided in two sections: a general accessible, and an 
administrative section for various settings.
The general section provides a page for inspecting the relay and input 
status. This page is updated every 5 seconds: 

The relay status shows the relay and input status of the device.

State machine status
The current state of the state machine
is shown in the ‘State Machine’ page:

This page shows the external variables as 
defined in the state machine definition file. 

These variables are read from external sources, like in this case from a 
BS1000 data logger.

The second table shows the state of the state machines active.
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Admin
You can access the admin pages via the link called ‘Admin’ on top of the 
screen.After entering the User ID and the password (the standard settings 
are admin/admin) the program activates following window:

The active Firmware version is displayed on the screen. Further on in this 
chapter we will explain the links in the left column: 

Network

This window contains the SAM data that have already been explained in the
SamNetworkConfig tool. You can update the settings via the Submit button, 
if necessary.
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E-mail

This page determines the data of the e-mail server address that is used to 
send e-mail notifications to an e-mail address. E-mail notifications can be 
send by the state machine implementation.

The ‘From field’ defines the e-mail address of the sender that is used for 
the transmission of the State machine e-mail. In some cases, the user 
name and the password must be entered. This can be done in the two lower 
fields. However, in most cases the user name and the password are not 
required.
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Relays

The first option determines if the relay naming starts at 1 or 0 (so R1-R8, 
or R0-R7). When checked the relay commands are backwards compatible 
with the original SAM. The second option determines if the relays of the 
SAM can be controlled directly from external requests. If checked, the 
relays can be changed by the state machine implementation only.
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State machine

The State machine is configured with a ‘state machine definition file’. This 
is a xml file that  contains all definitions necessary to execute one or more 
state machines. A detailed explanation can be found Chapter 
“Star UML to SAM” and the “Star UML to SAM.pdf”.
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Time server

At the start up of the SAM-04-LAN and in certain time intervals (provided 
that the system has been configured accordingly), the time is queried from 
an Internet time server and the internal clock of the base system is updated 
by this time. This clock uses the standard time (UTC). The adjustment of 
the time zone is entered in minutes into the field „Time Zone Offset“. The 
time indicated on the web pages of the SAM is local time and based on the 
time parameters of the PC in charge of the browser.
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Password

The admin pages of the  SAM-04-LAN can be accessed via a password only. 
The standard password is ‘admin’ and can be changed on this page.
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Recent Events

The Recent Events screen shows a short summary of the most recent 
events that the SAM has recorded. The results of the executed  actions are 
indicated in lines per event. In addition to the executed rule actions, other 
events such as access to web pages and DHCP actions are recorded.
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5. Telnet interface 
 
The telnet interface allows you to configure some basic settings of the SAM. 
In fact the  possibilities are a subset of the web interface, but there are 
circumstances where the telnet interface is convenient.

The SAM responds to tcp/ip port 23, no encryption.

The port can be disabled in the network page of the admin section of the 
web interface.

The commands are:
V: give current version of the firmware (n.n.n.n)
clearAllSessions: clears the currently open admin web session.

Date and time functions:
tl: show date-time, 
tl <datetime>: set date-time (local time)
tu: show date-time, 
tu <datetime>: set date-time (UTC) <datetime> format is: yyyy-mm-dd    
                          hh:mm:ss.
ti: sync with current ntp server, 
ti <ntp address> : set ntp address and sync, <ntp address> is ip number    
                              of network address (for example ntp.ubuntu.com)
tz: time-zone offset, 
tz <offset>: set time-zone offset in +/-minutes

Network functions
mac: show mac address

The following commands can be given to retrieve or change the network 
settings. In order to change, we make use of parameter settings. 
It contains the temporary settings that can be manipulated by the <i> 
commands. When these settings are correct, they can be effected by the 
command <iz>. The command <iz> will disconnect the current connection 
and initialize the SAM network interface with the new parameter settings. 
The parameter settings are copied from the current settings by the 
command <ic>.
ic: show current settings
ip: show parameter settings
ih: set to dhcp
ia <ip> : set to static ip address
im <ip> : set to static ip network mask
ig <ip> : set to static ip gateway
id <ip> : set to static ip dns
in <name> : set network name
iz: install parameter settings
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Relay functions
The relays can be controlled by the following commands:
Nx:  Activates a relay (x = relay number)
       Example, “N2” – activates relay 2 
“N0”  Activates all relays
Fx:  Deactivates a relay (x = relay number)
       Example, “F2” – deactivates relay 2 
“F0”  Deactivates all relays
Tx:   Toggles relays (x = relay number)
        Example, “T2” – toggles relay 2 
“T0”  Toggles all relays
SO:   Returns the status of the 8 relays. 
SI:  Returns the status of the isolated inputs.
Dx:  Sets the relay according to the given bit pattern. 
        The bit pattern x is  given as integer.

If  the relay naming starts at 1, the relays are addressed as indicated; when 
the relay naming starts at 0, the common address is 9; so fore example N9 
will activate all relays; N0 will just activate relay 0 then 
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6. Debugging functions

d <flags>: set debug options
flags:
l:  set log stream on: the result of executed rules is shown in this stream
s: set state machine stream on: the state changes are shown in this stream
e: set error stream on: errors on parsing the condition of a rule are shown     
    in this stream

example: dsl sets log and state machine stream on
the command d (so without flags) will stop the telnet output streaming.
All streams are disabled when a file is uploaded to the SAM.

Note that streaming will be sent to one telnet connection only.
Furthermore, streaming output is suppressed when other telnet output is 
generated.
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7. StarUML to SAM
Introduction
The SAM-LAN device has a built-in state machine execution program. It can 
operate up to 8 state machines in parallel. For this it is convenient to use a 
tool to define the necessary state machines. We selected the StarUML tool 
for this purpose. 

This is a free UML modeling tool that is suited to provide the necessary 
information for the state-machine implementation of the SAM. (http://sta-
ruml.sourceforge.net/en/)
You can provide one or more state diagrams that will operate in parallel.
For example, you can provide a state diagram to operate a heater, and a 
second one to operate a heater and cooler combination. These operations 
are executed independently from each other.
After definition in StarUML, an export has to be created in XMI format. This 
format then is transformed to a SCXML document variant. The resulting file 
is uploaded to the SAM, where it is interpret and executed. The SCXML defi-
nition could not be followed entirely due to several simplifications made.

State diagrams
Per diagram a state machine is defined. A state diagram has one or more 
states, as well as some transitions between these states. A simple example 
could be a heater system, diagrammed with two states: one for ‘heater off’, 
and one for ‘heater on’. Each state represents the actual state of the heater 
system.
An initial state will define the starting state for each state machine. In the 
example this would be the ‘heater off’ state.
Actions can be associated with a state. An action is on entry of a state, on 
exit or on the current state. Actions performed by the SAM are currently to 
change the relays, to send an email, and to send http requests.
Transitions are specified from one state to another. A transition will be 
performed when a condition is met. A condition can be for example that a 
temperature is below a threshold:
$164041 < $Th (The value of sensor 164041 is smaller than variable Th). 
This transition is in the example defined from the ‘heater off’ state to the 
‘heater on’ state. A second transition could be defined from the ‘heater on’ 
to ‘heater off’ state. 
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The example could look like this:

    
            Figure 1: Example state machine

The example shows what the primary states are: heater off and heater on. 
Also it shows how the states are reached: When the temperature is too low, 
the heater is switched on; when the temperature is high enough, the heater 
is switched off again. Finally it shows the initial state, which is depicted by a 
solid circle.

Actions
Per state one or more actions can be performed. An action is performed on 
entry of a state, on exit or on the current state. An action can be a direct 
command for relays, updating variables or a command by reference. In 
the latter case the referred action is looked up and executed. The currently 
available commands are:
- set relay status
- send an email
- send a http (post/get/put) request

These actions are specified as signal objects in StarUML.
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           Figure 2: Example of defined actions

External values
Necessary values can be taken from any webserver; for example the em-
bedded webserver of a BS1000 for sensor values, and a external webserver 
for the threshold values. A user may alter the threshold variable on a web-
page of this server.

Sources for variables can be defined in StarUML as classes with speci-
fic attributes that specify each source. The values for these variables are 
obtained by polling the network sources at regular intervals - for example 
each half minute. The values are available as simple XML data files at each 
website.

       Abb. 3: Beispiele externer Quellen.
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Uploading
The state machine definition needs to be transformed and uploaded to the SAM 
device in order to be effectuated. First the existing model needs to be expor-
ted as XML file. In Star UML, use the menu item File->Export-> XMI. Select a 
filename and press ok.

Now start the transform application by running the xmi2xml.exe file. Select the 
just exported XMI file and press the ‘transform’ button. The XMI file is transfor-
med into a file with the same name, with extension XML added.
Last step is to upload the converted file to the SAM device. Simply push the 
upload button and fill in the URL of the SAM, together with the admin password 
(default password is ‘admin’). The SAM device will execute the given state ma-
chine immediately.

The definition is stored into the flash memory of the device; so the given file is 
stored, even when power to the device fails.

Action details
Several actions may be defined along the state diagrams. Below you find for 
each action what attributes are used to complete the action:
smtp action: sends an email message
Attributes:
target: defines the email address(es) to where the message is sent. Multiple  
            addresses should usually be comma separated
subject: defines the subject of the message. This string may contain tags that 
            are replaced during composition.
msg:    defines the body message. This string may contain tags that are 
            replaced during composition.

relay action: executes a relay command
Attributes:
msg: The relay command. See relay command section.

http action: sends a http request
Attributes:
target: defines the url to which network node the request is sent
msg:  defines the message of the request. This string may contain tags that 
          are replaced during composition.
enc: ‘true’ if the message should be url-encoded (default), ‘false’ if the 
        message is left unencoded.
method: ‘put’|’get’|’post’ (‘post’ is default)
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External variables details
Variable können mit Werten aus verschiedenen Quellen definiert werden.

Variables may be defined with values obtained from external sources.
In StarUML these sources are defined as classes named ‘data.<x>’. Each 
class represents a data source and has the following attributes:
 *  src: The url that serves the data
 *  interval: The polling interval in seconds 
 *  root: The primary XML element that keeps the following structure:

The [root] element keeps zero, one or more value elements and zero, one or 
more alarm elements. The value element has an [uid] attribute that denotes 
the variable name, and the element value is the value of the variable (integer 
or floating point). The same holds for the alarm element.
Up to 8 data sources can be defined.

A data source can therefore provide more than one variables at once.
The data source utilizing a BS1000 can make use of the cdata.xml page. 
The root should be ‘measurements’ then. An example of a XML file is shown 
below:

This example shows an external variable source xml, containing two control 
values CO2 and Th. This XML is generated from a database table holding 
these variable values. When the user changes one of these values, the SAM 
will respond within the polling interval time. 

 < [root] >
 <value uid=”[uid]”>  [value] </value>
 ... 
 <alarm uid=”[uid]”>  [value] </alarm >
 ...
 </[root]>

 <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
 <control>
 <value uid=”CO2”>600</value>
 <value uid=”Th”>15</value>
 </control>
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Relay commands
The following relay commands are available:

Command Description

N<n> turn on relay <n>

F<n> turn off relay <n>

T<n> Toggle state of relay <n>

D<m> Set relay status immediate

SI Get input status -> <p>

SO Get relay status -> <m>

The number <n> is the relay number 0..7, or 1..8 when the option ‘Relay 
naming starts at 1’ is checked (section Relays).  When the relay naming 
starts at 1, relay 0 is reserved to issue the command to all relays. When 
the relay naming starts at 0, relay 9 is reserved to issue the command to 
all relays.

The number <m> is a number representing the binary state of the relays: 
0 means all 8 relays are off; 255 means all 8 relays are on. 

The number <p> is a number representing the binary state of the inputs: 
0 means all inputs are off; 15 means all 4 inputs are on. 

These commands are available at several points in the interface, including 
direct control via the telnet port 23 interface.
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Message tags
The messaging actions have the possibility to replace a tagged value with an 
actual value during the evaluation of the message. The following tags can be 
used:
Variable Description

#h Indication of the hours of the current local time 

#m Indication of the minutes of the current local time 

#s Indication of the seconds of the current local time 

#Y Indication of the year of the current local time 

#M Indication of the month of the current local time 

#D Indication of the day of the current local time 

#c Indication of the day of week of the current local time

#C Current time in seconds since 1-1-2000 UTC

#t time string; Current local time in the format: hh:mm:ss

#d datum string; Current local date in the short date format

#L1 Network device name (like 'sam01')

#L2 Firmware version (like '1.0.0.4')

#L3 Hardware model ('SAM') 

#S<0..3> Input status of the optically separated inputs

#R<0..7> Relay status

#T<0..7> Timer status

$<user variable> User variable, may be defined in the state machine definition or 
from an external source.

Except for the #C tag, all time indications are expressed in UTC under consideration 
of the time zone offset indication in the configuration page screen Time server.
The time indicator #C is expressed in UTC.

The HTTP request message is url-encoded optionally. This means that non 
alphanumerical characters are converted into “%hh”-strings where „hh“ represents 
a hexadecimal number. The lines ‘&&’ and ‘==’ are an exception: 
these are converted into ‘&’, and ‘=’ respectively. The message for the HTTP request 
is transmitted via the request header POST or PUT, or else added to the URL of the 
GET request. In this case, the separating sign ‘?’ is added between the URL and the 
message. 

Example of a message is given in the smtp:mail signal:
target=abc@server.com
subject=testing
msg=heater 1 is on #h:#m:#s #L1
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APPENDIX
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Safety regulations

The safety regulations must be strictly observed:
• When dealing with products that are in contact with a high electrical   
   voltage, all valid safety regulations must be observed.
• Consult a professional if your knowledge is not sufficient to install the  
   SAM-04 I/O controller
• When connecting the inputs and outputs of the SAM the system must be 
   totally powerless!
• Before using verify the SAM for visible damage

If you think that safe use is not possible anymore, turn off the SAM 
immediately and contact an professional. 

• You can assume that safe use is no longer possible when: 
 - The SAM is visibly damaged.
 - The SAM does not work anymore.

• When formation of condensation occurs, the SAM may not be used 
  anymore and should immediately be turned off.  
• When the SAM is moved from a cold to a warm room wait till all condense     
   is evaporated

• If the device is used for educational purposes, you ensure that all the 
   work is take place under the supervision of professional staff.


